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ABSTRACT
The Web contains vast amounts of semi-structured data in the form

of HTML tables found on Web pages which may serve for various

applications. One prominent application, which is often referred

to Semantic Table Interpretation, is to exploit the semantics of a

widely recognized knowledge bases (KB) by matching tabular data,

including column headers and cell contents, to semantically rich

descriptions of classes, entities and properties in Web KBs. In this

paper, we focus on relational tables which are valuable sources of

facts about real-world entities (persons, locations, organizations,

etc.) and we propose a robust and efficient approach for bridging

the gap between millions of Web tables and large-scale Knowledge

graphs such as DBpedia. Our approach is holistic and fully unsu-

pervised for semantic interpretation of Web tables based on the

DBpedia Knowledge graph. Our approach covers three phases that

heavily rely on word and entity pre-trained embeddings to uncover

semantics of Web tables. Our experimental evaluation is conducted

using the T2D gold standard corpus. Our results are very promis-

ing compared to several existing approaches of annotation in web

tables.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, vast amounts of information is available in structured

forms like spreadsheets, database relations, and tables; all embed-

ded in HTML Web documents. Among all of these semi-structured

data sources, Web tables are considered as valuable sources of high-

quality relational data. The Web contains approximately more than

154 million HTML tables of relational data [2], Wikipedia only

containing 3.2 million high-quality tables. Recently, extracting the

semantics of Web tables to produce machine understandable knowl-

edge has become an active area of research [1, 6, 11, 27]. Among

the different table types available on the Web, relational tables (also

referred to as genuine tables) are of special interest. They describe a

set of entities (such as persons, organizations, locations, etc.) along

with their attributes. However, unlike tables in relational databases,

these relationships are not made explicit in web tables; uncover-

ing them is one of the main research challenges. The uncovered

semantics can be leveraged in various applications, including ta-

ble search[21], knowledge base construction, population[29] and

completion, and table completion [28]. Fortunately, a large num-

ber of Knowledge Graphs have been developed rapidly during the

last ten years as multi-relational structured sources of knowledge.

Knowledge Graphs (KG) [22] have widespread applications in in-

formation retrieval, text mining, and natural language processing.

Cross-domain knowledge bases such as DBpedia[14], YAGO [17], or

the Google Knowledge Graph [25] are used as background knowl-

edge in a growing range of applications including the Semantic

Interpretation of Web tables [1, 6, 8, 27, 31]. However, in order to

achieve this purpose, a number of tasks need to be implemented:

• The Column Type Annotation (CTA) task that identifies

the most likely semantic type(s) in a given KG for the core

column in a Web table.

• Entity linking (EL) is a key step towards uncovering se-

mantics in Web tables by recognizing and disambiguating

specific entities (such as persons, organizations, locations,

etc.) and linking them to entities in Knowledge graphs.

• Columns Predicate Annotation (CPA) refers to the task

of associating a pair of columns in a table with the relation

that holds between them and/or extracting relationship in-

formation from tabular data and representing them in a struc-

tured format such as RDF triple (subject-predicate-object).

While large number of existing approaches focus on the task of

EL in Web tables [1, 6, 16]. Few approaches focus on Column Type

Annotation [11] and Relation extraction in Web tables [5, 8] even

if they are crucial tasks for several applications such as Knowledge

Base enrichment, completion and refinement. Although, semantic

interpretation of Web tables is a crucial and complex process for
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Rank Title Year Director’s

1 The godfather 1972 Francis Ford Coppola

2 Citizen Kane 1941 Orson Welles

3 Casablanca 1942 Michael Curtiz

4 Lawrence of Arabia 1962 David Lean

5

dr. Strangelove or: how

I learned to stop worrying

and love the bomb

1964 Stanley Kubrick

6 Apocalypse now 1979 Francis ford Coppola

7 The godfather: part ii 1974 Francis ford Coppola

Table 1: An example of a Web table describing movie titles

many reasons: (i) The types of the entities described in a table are

not known in advance, and the entities described may correspond to

more than one type in the target of KG; however, the poor context

offered by Web tables in comparison with texts makes the entity

disambiguation in Web tables crucial. (ii) The size of both KGs and

Web tables corpora is extremely large; (iii) KGs are not complete

enough to cover all the entities of Web tables and novel entity

discovery in Web tables is challenging [29].

In this paper, we propose a holistic approach for Web tables

interpretation (annotation) by uncovering their semantics based on

to the DBpedia knowledge graph as background knowledge. Thus,

we propose a robust and efficient approach for bridging the gap

between millions of Web tables and large-scale Knowledge graphs

such as DBpedia. The main contributions of our approach are:

• An unsupervised and holistic approach for semantic table

interpretation that covers all key tasks of Column Type An-

notation, Entity Linking and Columns Predicate Annotation.

• We rely on Dbpedia knowledge graph as background knowl-

edge for semantic interpretation of Web tables, but our ap-

proach can be generalised to any cross-domain knowledge

graphs.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this section, we provide an example to explain the problem of

table-to-KB matching. Table 1 serves as an example of a movies

web table that contains a list of films with their titles, release years

and director’s, as well as a ranking attribute. The header row (in

gray color), gives the attributes labels of the described entities. Each

row in the table describes a real-world entity (e.g., the second row

describes The godfather film), and each column contains the value

of the corresponding property, e.g., ("Year",1972), ("Director", Francis
Ford Coppola).

For humans, understanding the web table content is often an easy

task, whereas for machines, web tables present a two-dimensional

tabular structure including numeric and string values without any

indication about their implicit relationships. For example in Table 1,

the cell mention “Casablanca” can refer to different real-world enti-

ties such as a city in Morocco, an American film, or an organisation.

Same case for "The godfather" mention which refer to either a Book

or a Film. The entities mentioned in a web table often differ in their

descriptions from the entities in the knowledge graph. Therefore, it

would be better to use semantic similarity instead of string similar-

ity to correctly annotate the web table. For example, the mention

in row 6 in Table 1 has the name “dr. strangelove or: how i learned

to stop worrying and love the bomb” which is different from the

entity surface form as described by dbpedia (“Dr._Strangelove”).

Moreover, detecting the column type is an important task for

the semantic interpretation of web tables and especially crucial for

the task of detecting relationships between columns (third task).

However, the header name used as the label column may differ

from table to another as well as from the semantic class name in

the KB. Another crucial task is to detect the subject column of a

Web table which refers to the entity described by the Web table. In

our example, the subject column is the second column, covering

the titles of films. We describe in the next section the different steps

of our approach that covers all of these key tasks.

3 OUR APPROACH
In this Section, we describe our approach for semantic annotation

in web tables using the DBpedia Knowledge Graph. It performs all

the three matching tasks continuously: Column Type Annotation

(CTA), Entity Linking in Web tables (EL) and Columns Predicate

Column (CPA) tasks. Our approach exploits mainly vector represen-

tations of words and entities on all three matching tasks and based

on collective strategy which combines local and global features to

infer entity linking decisions.

3.1 Column Type Annotation
Column Type Annotation (CTA) aims to associate to each column

table a semantic type of the KB. In our approach, it is the task

of matching the dominant type of cells in a target column to a

recognized knowledge graph concept. For example, the column 2

of Table 1 is annotated with 𝑑𝑏𝑜 : 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑚 and 𝑑𝑏𝑜 : 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 , two classes

of Dbpedia Ontology. The CTA tasks is crucial forthe remaining

two table annotation tasks, namely entity linking (section 3.2) and

Columns Predicate Annotation (3.3).

In our work, we perform the CTA task by combining knowledge

base lookup and word embeddings representation. Hence, our CTA

task combines several features extracted from the context of the

Web. CTA Features cover table metadata such as table names, header

of columns and content cells (the set of mentions in a given column

of a Web table). First, we rely on a knowledge graph lookup method

to associate to each mention of a given column a set of candidate

classes collected from DBpedia ontology in our case. After That,

candidates classes are ranked according to a majority vote.

For each candidate class, we calculate a confidence score depend-

ing on three features: a column context that consists of all mentions

in the target column, the value of the column header name, and

the majority vote score estimated based on the frequency of occur-

rences of each candidate class. We combine frequency, lexical and

semantic features in the following simple formula:

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 _𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐 = 𝛼 ∗
(
𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑐)
𝑛𝑏𝐶

)
+𝛽 ∗𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 +𝛾 ∗𝑙𝑒𝑣 (ℎ𝑛, 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙) (1)

Where
𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞 (𝑐)
𝑛𝑏𝐶

is the majority vote of each candidate class deter-

mined by the frequency of this class divided by the total number of

candidate classes, 𝑙𝑒𝑣 is the 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛 similarity that represent
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the syntactic similarity between both column header name and

DBpedia ontology class label and𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the semantic similarity

between the column header name (ℎ𝑛) (if it exists) and the candi-

date class label (𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 ).

CC𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

{
𝐶𝑜𝑠_𝑆𝑖𝑚(ℎ𝑛, 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙) if header is available

𝐶𝑜𝑠_𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑚𝑙, 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙) else.

(2)

Voting with majority can contribute to a highly confident predic-

tion of CTA. Referring to the example of the table 1, the KB lookup

method for the mention "Casablanca" should return 𝑑𝑏𝑜 : 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

DBpedia ontology class as semantic type instead or in addition

to 𝑑𝑏𝑜 : 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑒 class. Nonetheless, the 𝑑𝑏𝑜 : 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 concept will be

eliminated by majority vote score according to our confidence score.

Note that the semantic similarity determined by the cosine simi-

larity between both vector representations of the column header

cell and the candidate class. However, only relying on the header

cell results is insufficient because the header is not always available

and arbitrary terms can be used. Therefore, if there are no headers,

𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 calculated using the cosine similarity between the mention

label (𝑚𝑙) and the class surface name(𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙), after representing

each cell value in the target column with a vector using word em-

beddings. Finally, the candidate class with the highest score will be

selected as the best column type.

3.2 Entity Linking
The Entity Linking (EL) task aims to match each mention of a table

cell with KB entities, it includes a step that associate to table men-

tion a set of KB candidate entities and a step that disambiguates

entities by combining a graph-based collective strategy and distri-

butional vector representations (a.k.a. embeddings) to select the

most suitable entities. Figure 1 summarizes the different steps of

our EL task.

3.2.1 Candidates generation. The EL task starts with a candidate

generation step. Thus, for each potential mention in a table cell, we

need to determine an initial set of candidate entities from the given

KB. Then, we apply a feature-based ranking procedure based on

contextual and string similarities calculated between each mention

𝑚𝑖 and each entity in the candidate set 𝐸𝑚𝑖
, in order to filter the

most similar candidates and reduce the number of candidates as

much as possible. Hence, we compute a score for each candidate

entity based on the following three similarity values:

• Semantic similarity between a mention𝑚𝑖 and an entity

𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 calculated as the cosine distance between their vector

representations as word and entity embeddings which are

n-dimensional vectors of words representing entities in the

target KB.

• Contextual information between mention context and

the description of the candidate entity extracted from the

target knowledge base, the context of a mention𝑚𝑖 repre-

sents all the mentions that exist in the same row and column

of the target mention.

Figure 1: Approach workflow

• String similarity represents the syntactic similarity be-

tween the string value of the mention m and the rdfs:label

value of the entity 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 .

Thus, we keep only the candidate entities having a similarity score

exceeds the𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 threshold. Once the candidate entities

have been filtered using the similarity metrics, a set of candidate

entities is associated for each mention 𝑚𝑖 . The next step is the

collective strategy of disambiguation and aims to select the most

suitable entity for each mention.

3.2.2 Collective Strategy for Entity Disambiguation. It is at this
stage that we describe how to choose an entity from the candi-

date set as the referent entity for a given mention in a Web table.

Our proposed Entity Disambiguation approach is similar to that

proposed in [32] which is a collective EL approach for text disam-

biguation. Therefore, in our approach, we examine the relatedness

of entities using a coherence Graph such as candidate entities as

vertices and edges reflecting the semantic similarity between each

pair of entities that correspond to two different mentions in a Web

Table i.e., there is no edge between the candidate entities of the

same mention. The intuition behind this approach is that entities

in the same column should be closed in the embedding space as

they share semantic characteristics. In the disambiguation graph,

there are only weighted directed edges between the nodes (entities).

These edges have the following format (𝑒1; 𝑒2; 𝑒𝑡𝑝 (𝑒1; 𝑒2)) where
𝑒𝑡𝑝 (𝑒1; 𝑒2) represents Entity Transition Probability (ETP) which

describes the likelihood to walk from node 𝑒1 to node 𝑒2. In our

case, we use the cosine similarity to measure the ETP between

two non-zero d-dimensional vectors corresponding to the target

entities (𝑒1, 𝑒2). Cosine Similarity is one of the most frequently used
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Figure 2: An example of an Entity-Entity disambiguation graph where both "Casablanca" and "Lawrence of Arabia" mentions have

three possible candidates, while "Michael Curtiz" mention has four possible candidates. The weight 𝜑 (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) edges is the cosine similarity

between the vectors representations of the candidates entities 𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗 as well as the 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑒1, 𝑒2) function which aim to improve the score

value if two target entities 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒 𝑗 have the same class.

metrics for words similarity [19]. Given two entities vectors ®𝑊𝑣𝑒𝑐1

and ®𝑊𝑣𝑒𝑐2, the cosine similarity is calculated as follows:

𝐶𝑜𝑠_𝑆𝑖𝑚( ®𝑊𝑣𝑒𝑐1, ®𝑊𝑣𝑒𝑐2) =
®𝑊𝑣𝑒𝑐1, ®𝑊𝑣𝑒𝑐2

∥ ®𝑊𝑣𝑒𝑐1∥, ®∥𝑊𝑣𝑒𝑐2∥
(3)

where the returned result of 𝐶𝑜𝑠_𝑆𝑖𝑚 varies between -1 and 1.

The details of the collective disambiguation strategy will be

described in the followings steps:

(1) Measure the local similarity score between the mention𝑚𝑖

and the entity 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 (as described in the candidate generation

step)

(2) Estimate the global coherence score between each two enti-

ties based on the assumption that two entities are related if

their vector embeddings are highly close.

(3) Create a weighted directed graph G=(𝑉 , 𝐸) where𝑉 is the set

of candidate entities while 𝐸 represents the edges between

every pair of entities weighted by the ETP value.

(4) Given the weighted graph, we apply a Personalized PageR-

ank (PPR) algorithm to determine a PPR score for each entity

candidate.

Local similarity score 𝜙 (m𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ):

We adopt the similarity score as introduced in the candidate gen-

eration step as a local similarity score between a mention𝑚𝑖 and

the candidate 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 . Therefore, the local similarity score determined

using three different metrics, including the contextual similarity

𝐶𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑀𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 ) , where𝑀𝑖 is the set of all mentions appearing with

𝑚𝑖 in the same row and which represents the context of the target

mention mi while 𝐸𝑖 is the set of words appearing in the short

description of the entity 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 extracted from the knowledge base

which used as a context of the entity 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 . The String Similarity score

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ) whereas we apply two different approaches to calcu-

late 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ) which are the levenshtein distance and the jac-

card similarity, and finally the semantic similarity 𝑆𝑒𝑚𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 )
between the candidate entity and the mention.

𝜙 (𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ) = 𝛼∗𝐶𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑀𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 )+𝛽∗𝑆𝑒𝑚𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 )+_∗𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 )
(4)

We exploit the cosine similarity measure to estimate the Semantic

similarity 𝑆𝑒𝑚𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ) between the mention𝑚𝑖 and the entity

𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 but here we adopt both word and entity embeddings since our

experiments shows that joint modeling of words and entities in the

same continuous space improves the quality of word and entity

embeddings and benefits the task of entity disambiguation. Let T

denote the target token where T=”Saudi Arabia”, we can consider

T either as a set of two different words (e.g., Saudi, Arabia) or as an

ENTITY (e.g., [Saudi_Arabia]).

Global coherence score (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗 ):

Several previous studies in EL exploit the relatedness measure be-

tween the entities to generate a disambiguation context. Thus,in

comparison with previous work, in our case, we use both word and

entity embeddings similarities because the integration of entity em-

bedding to estimate the semantic coherence between the concepts

proved effective for entity disambiguation in recent works [6].

𝜑 (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) = 𝑎×[𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑒𝑚𝑏 (𝑒1), 𝑒𝑚𝑏 (𝑒2))]+(1−𝑎)×𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑒1, 𝑒2)
(5)

The global coherence score is computed using a cosine similarity

between vector representations of two entities as well as a simple

function called 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑒1, 𝑒2) which aim to improve the score

value if the two target entities have the same class.
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Collective Disambiguation Strategy

In our approach, we create a weighted and directed graph with

edges connecting each two entities refereed to two different men-

tions. The edges are weighted by the score of the global context

matching 𝜑 (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) which describe the ETP of walking from one

node to another. An example of an entity-entity disambiguation

graph is illustrated in Figure 2 .

Algorithm 1 Graph-based EL in web tables

Input: N mentions(𝑚1, ...,𝑚𝑁 ) each mention 𝑚𝑖 has a list of

candidate Entities 𝐶𝐸𝑚𝑖
= [𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 |𝐶𝐸 |]

Output: Γ∗ = (𝑒1, ..., 𝑒𝑁 ) with 𝑒𝑖 being the entity matching to

𝑚𝑖

Begin
// 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟

for𝑚𝑖 ∈ M 𝑎𝑛𝑑 |𝐶𝐸𝑚𝑖
| >= 1 do

FinalCan=𝜙

if localSimilaityScore(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖 ) >= 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑚,𝑒 and
𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑖 ≠ 𝜙 then

FinalCan= FinalCan +𝑒𝑖
if FinalCan== 𝜙 then

𝐶𝐸𝑚𝑖
← 𝑁𝐼𝐿

else
𝐶𝐸𝑚𝑖

← 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑎𝑛

// 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ 𝑊𝐷𝐺

𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝜙

for 𝑚𝑖 in M do
for 𝑒 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶𝐸𝑚𝑖

do
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 + 𝑒 𝑗

WDG=Create_DiGraph(nodes, GlobalSimilarity(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑖 , 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝑗 ))

𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡_𝑡𝑜_𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 (𝑊𝐷𝐺)
// 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑃𝑃𝑅

for 𝑚𝑖 in M do

PPR= Personalized_PageRank(𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥)
Rank 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠

if 𝐶𝑆𝑚𝑖 >= 1 then
select for each𝑚𝑖 the entity with the highest score

else
𝑚𝑖 annotate with NIL

Based on the disambiguation graph, we perform a random walk

simulated by a PageRank procedure which aims to encode the

structure of the graph in the form of a transition matrix in order

to determine a ranking list of relevance scores for each entity can-

didate. Depending on this list, our approach decides which entity

candidate is the correct entity that corresponding to the target men-

tion.

In our approach, we use Personalized PageRank (PPR) [9] which is

more general than PageRank version. The personalized PageRank

based on two parameters, the jumping constant 𝛼 and the seed s.

In fact, a seed can be considered as either a vertex or a probabil-

ity distribution on vertices i.e. a probability distribution on a seed

node set which serves as the personalization context. On this way,

given a weighted direct graph G(V, E), a damping factor 𝛼 and a

set of nodes 𝑆 ∈ 𝑉 denoted as the seed vector ®𝑠 , the personalized
PageRank score 𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑠 of an entity 𝑐𝑖 in V is defined as follow:

𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑠 (𝑐𝑖 ) = (1−𝛼)®𝑠+𝛼×
∑

𝑐 𝑗 ∈𝐶 (𝑐𝑖 )

𝜑 (𝑐𝑖 , 𝑐 𝑗 )∑
𝑐𝑘 ∈𝐶 (𝑐 𝑗 ) 𝜑 (𝑐 𝑗 , 𝑐𝑘 )

𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑠 (𝑐 𝑗 ) (6)

where 𝜑 (𝑐𝑖 , 𝑐 𝑗 ) is the coherence score between two candidates 𝑐𝑖
and 𝑐 𝑗 calculated using equation 7. ®𝑠 is a re-seeding vector, such

that if 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 , then ®𝑠 [𝑖] = 1

∥𝑆 ∥ and ®𝑠 [𝑖] = 0, otherwise. Therefore,

rather than leaping to a random node in V with probability 𝛼 , the

random walk jumps to one of the nodes from the set of seed S.

3.3 Columns Predicate Annotation
The structure of a web table inherently provides high quality se-

mantic relations between its columns. However, extracting these

relations is a challenging task since it requires the identification of

unique structural information of each table. In the perspective of

the knowledge base, these relations are considered as properties or

entities attributes.

In general, every relational web table has a subject column which

is a key of the web table and hence every other column represents

a binary relation with the subject column.

3.3.1 Subject Column Detection (SCD).
Subject column, also called entity label column or key column, con-

tains the names of the entities described by the web table. Assume

that each web table has exactly one subject column, to detect the

latter we apply several heuristic as shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode to find the subject column

SubjColm= None

// SubjColm is the most unique column in the table

for 𝑐 in C do
if type(header(c))==str then

if len(mention)>=3 and len(mention)<=200 then
if "name" or "title" in header(c) then

if confidenceScore(c) >= 0.3 then
SubjColm= c

else if confidenceSc(c) == max(confidenceSc(C)) then
SubjColm= c

First of all, the column needs to be of data type String and its

cells have an average length between 3 and 200 characters. Since

the table header is not always available and that arbitrary terms

can be used, we can not rely solely on the header to detect the

subject column. To the best of our knowledge, we calculate a confi-

dence score which is defined as the ratio of annotated mentions to
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all mentions of a column, reduced by the ratio of non-annotated

mentions, e.i. mentions mapped to value "NIL" :

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑐) = #𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑀𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

#𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
(7)

The confidence score is important for detecting the correct subject

column. It rewards columns with many annotated cell and penalises

columns with many "NIL" annotations. Hence, two rules decide

which column is selected as subject column: (1) If the column header

contains either the term “name” or “title” and the confidence score

above 0.3, this column chosen as subject column; (2) otherwise, the

column with the highest confidence score is chosen and in case of

a tie, the left-most candidate is chosen.

Note that the purpose of SCD is not limited to identify the main

class of web tables, but also used by later processes such as columns

predicate annotation.

Within this context, we aim to identify the semantic relations

of the subject column in a table with other columns (both Named

entity and literal-columns) in the same table using the linkable

table. In others terms, with the help of EL and CTA matching tasks,

we turn to determine which relation might exist between the sub-

ject column and the attribute columns in order to set the overall

meaning of the table.

In our case, we firstly start by genereating a set of candidate prop-

erties using the following three matchers for the columns predicate

annotation task:

Outgoing-Properties.
We introduce a subject column based search mechanism for the

property selection. Indeed, for each entity in the subject column,

we query the DBpedia knowledge base to find all the possible re-

lationships emerging from that entity. we ask for all properties

in the DBpedia knowledge base that corresponds to the relations

that a subject column expect from the other columns of the ta-

ble. For example, the subject column 𝑐0 of table in Figure 3 can

have the outgoing properties 𝑑𝑏𝑝.𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙, 𝑑𝑏𝑝.𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ,
𝑑𝑏𝑝.𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑑𝑏𝑝.𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ, 𝑑𝑏𝑝.𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

Listing 1: SPARQL query used in the Outgoing-Properties extract

1 PREFIX dbr : < h t t p : / / dbped ia . org / r e s ou r c e / >

2 s e l e c t d i s t i n c t ? p r e d i c a t e ? o b j e c t where {
3 %URI% ? p r e d i c a t e ? o b j e c t . }

Incoming-Properties.
Incoming-Properties refers to all properties coming into all entities

in the Named Entity column except the subject column, in the

perspective of other entities. it define the behavior of an entity

in relation to all subject entities. Given e is an entity of a NE-

column is derived from the triples containing e as object, denoted

by <?𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, ?𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑒 >.

Listing 2: SPARQL query used in the Incoming-Properties extract

1 PREFIX dbr : < h t t p : / / dbped ia . org / r e s ou r c e / >

2 s e l e c t d i s t i n c t ? s u b j e c t ? p r e d i c a t e where {
3 ? s u b j e c t ? p r e d i c a t e %URI % . }

Extracted-Properties.
Here, we aim to extract all possible relations between a subject

column and a NE-column. For this purpose, we query Dbpedia for

the properties between all pairs of entities for each row in the pri-

mary and secondary columns, < %𝑈𝑅𝐼1%, ?𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒,%𝑈𝑅𝐼2% >,

where %𝑈𝑅𝐼1% and %𝑈𝑅𝐼2% are entities in the subject column and

the NE-column respectively. As instance, the Extracted-Properties

between column 𝑐0 and column 𝑐1 are: 𝑑𝑏𝑝.𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

Listing 3: SPARQL query used in the Extracted-Properties

1 PREFIX dbr : < h t t p : / / dbped ia . org / r e s ou r c e / >

2 s e l e c t d i s t i n c t ? p r e d i c a t e where {
3 %URI1% ? p r e d i c a t e %URI2% . }

At the end of the properties extraction process a set of candidate

properties is generated. In next step, we rank these candidate prop-

erties by importance in order to determine the best possible can-

didate relation between two given columns. To do so, we assign

a score for each candidate relation < 𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛, 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦,

𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 > by utilizing the following metrics:

• Similarity. For each candidate in the Outgoing-Properties

set, we compute a string similarity(Levenshtein) and a co-

sine similarity(words embeddings) between the name of the

property candidate and the header text of the object column

(if exists).

• Property validity. We determine the validity of a property

by checking whether a candidate property is apparent in

both the outgoing-properties and in the incoming-property.

If so, a property validity function returns 1 or 0 otherwise.

The purpose of this function is to identify one or more valid

properties that can link the subject column to the object

column.

• Property confidence function specifies how likely the re-

lation holds. This function based on the frequency of oc-

currences of each candidate in the Extracted-Properties. It

varies between 0 and 1 while 1 declares that the property of

the greatest frequency is most likely to hold.

Finally, we aggregate all metrics listed above to predict a final score

𝑆𝑝 for each candidate property, i.e.,

𝑆𝑝 = 𝛼 ∗ 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑝, ℎ𝑐 ) + 𝛽 ∗𝑉𝑝 + 𝛾 ∗𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑝 (8)

Where 𝑆𝑖𝑚 include the Levenshtein similarity and the cosine simi-

larity between the header text of a column ℎ𝑐 and the name of a

candidate concept 𝑝 , 𝑉𝑝 is the validity function of 𝑝 and 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑝 is

the Property confidence function.

Finally, the candidate property with the highest score 𝑆𝑝 is chosen

as the best binary relation associating a subject column with a

secondary column.

4 EXPERIMENTS
Our matching method is fully implemented in python. We exploit

DBpedia as knowledge graph, T2D gold standard (version 1) as

datasets of web tables and Wikipedia2vec as a Pre-trained model

of Words and Entities Embeddings.

DBpedia[14] is one of the most popular knowledge bases. DB-

pedia is a very popular knowledge graph that is located in the

center of the LOD cloud because it is highly interconnected with

many other datasets in the Linked Open Data cloud. Furthermore,

The DBpedia knowledge graph presents several advantages com-

pared to the existing knowledge bases: it covers several areas and
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Figure 3: Columns Predicate Annotation

is known as the cross-domain knowledge base; it evolves automat-

ically as Wikipedia changes, and it is truly multilingual. Indeed,

DBpedia provides 125 languages versions which describe together

38.3 million things. Especially, the English version of the DBpedia

knowledge base describes 4.58 million entities.
1
.

The T2D gold standard2 was developed for several goals. It

contains 233 Web tables, with manual annotations of 26,124 entities

extracted from the 2014 version of DBpedia. T2D has an average of

123 rows per table, and 4,95 columns per table. It is highly struc-

tured, meaning that very few cells are empty in tables. It includes

cross-domain tables from multiple websites covering a wide range

of challenges (figure 4).

Wikipedia2vec.3 To the best of our knowledge, we useWikipedia2Vec,

a model for obtaining embeddings of entities and words simultane-

ously. The strong point of this method is that it based on word2vec

and aims to jointly place words and entities in the same continuous

vector space. Indeed, similar words and entities are close together

in the same vector space [26]. This is what allows us to easily calcu-

late the cosine similarity between any pair of items (entity-entity,

word-entity or word-word). However, Wikipedia2Vec has been used

in several recent works such as: Entity Linking [4], Named Entity

Recognition [12] and Entity Typing [26].

Evaluation Measures. To evaluate the performance of the dif-

1
http://wiki.dbpedia.org/about

2
http://webdatacommons.org/ webtables/goldstandard.html

3
https://wikipedia2vec.github.io/wikipedia2vec/

Figure 4: Number of class and entity correspondences per
category.

ferent tasks of our system, we report the results using standard

measures: precision, recall and F-measure.

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃) 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 )

𝐹1 =
(2 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)

4.1 Experiment Settings
Our approach offers several parameters to improve the overall re-

sults. In what follows, we will only mention those who have the

most impact on results.

Semantic Embeddings. In terms of word2Vec, we use a feature

space of d = 300 dimensions.
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Table 2: Results of the CTA task using different features

Method Precision Recall F-measure

String Similarity 0.65 0.34 0.45

frequency-based 0.81 0.78 0.79

Embedding-baseline 0.83 0.81 0.82

All 0.90 0.85 0.87

Starting by the CTA task, since the frequency-based and the embed-

dings method are themost important features for the class matching

task as illusrated in table 2: Considering only the string similarity

(Levenshtein) between the candidate class and the column header to

find the the correct column class, the precision is 0.65 and the recall

0.34. Meaning that for only fewer than half of the tables, the correct

class is assigned, due to the Levenshtein similarity that compares

the sets of tokens from two strings or applies a character-based

comparison. On the other hand, by only using the frequency-based

matcher to find the correct column class, an F-measure of 0.79 can

be achieved. In order to see the importance of applying methods

that rely on context features,we evaluate the embeddings method

independently of the others, an F-measure of 0.82 is obtained which

is greater than the result of the frequency-based and the string

similarity methods. we can therefore conclude that the use of em-

beddings is the most important feature for the class matching task

and hence we adjust 𝛼 to 0.4 and 𝛽 to 0.5 according to the best

averaged F1 values throughout the experiments.

For the EL task, two main parameters have a strong influence on

the results: Similarity threshold and Page rank.

• Similarity threshold: we apply a 𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 thresh-

old to keep all candidates above a configurable threshold as

final candidates i.e., if the score of the entity is below the

given threshold, the entity will be removed from the list of

candidates. Indeed, our experiences shows that the EL task

can achieve high results only if the similarity threshold is

equal to 0.4.

• Personalized PageRank: we perform Personalized Page

rank on an entity-entity graph and we use the output scores

for disambiguation. We choose iter=50 iterations because

the results do not change with more iterations. In terms of

the PPR jumping constant 𝛼 and the seed s, we choose 𝛼 =

0.75 and s= 4.

After evaluating EL task, we now turn to evaluating the CPA task.

For this task, we use the same evaluation metrics as for CTA and EL

above. We mention the candidate filter threshold 𝛾 which has the

greatest impact on the final result. Indeed, we filter the candidate

properties that have similarity scores less than 𝛾 . We select the

value 𝛾 = 0.6 according to the best averaged F1 values throughout

the experiments.

4.2 Overall Results
Table 2 reports the overall results of our system for three matching

tasks in order tomap the ambiguous tables fromT2D toDBpedia KG.

Particularly, For the Subject Column Detection (SCD), an F-measure

Table 3: Results of the three matching tasks

Task Precision Recall F-measure

CTA 0.84 0.91 0.87

EL 0.87 0.86 0.87

CPA 0.69 0.71 0.70

of 0.97 is observed, this means that for almost all tables the correct

subject column is determined. This is an important finding since an

incorrect subject columnmostly results in incorrect correspondence

for the properties correspondence task. For the class matching

task, an F-measure of 0.86 can be be achieved, followed by the

performance for entities with 0.86 and properties with 0.70.

4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Art
In this section, we aim to estimate the performance of our system

by comparing our results with other recent matching systems like

DBpedia Lookup, (Efthymiou et al., 2017) and T2K Match. Table 3

summarise the comparison between these systems tested on the

T2D corpus.

As illustrated in table 3, our EL method outperforms the DBpedia

lookup, (Efthymiou et al., 2017) and the T2K match method, with

an increase of 0.1 in F-measure over the Dbpedia lookup, 0.04 over

T2K Match and an improvement of only 0.02 over the (Efthymiou et

al., 2017). In addition, our CPA method achieves an F-measure of 0.7

similar to that of the T2K Match method. However, our CTA result

is lower than the T2K correspondence result because we perform

the class matching task at the beginning of our system instead of

executing it after the EL task. Hence, we can say that our system

considered to be one of the best web table annotation system.

5 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we first present the semantic embeddings and then

we discuss recently proposed methods in the area of semantic table

interpretation.

Semantic Embeddings.Despite the performance of cosine sim-

ilarity in semantic measurement, the quality of the results may differ

depending on the method used to determine the vector representa-

tions of terms. Indeed, there are a lot of techniques used to mapped

terms to n-dimensional vectors like One-hot vector representations

which generally do not provide any information on the meaning

of term [3] and TF-IDF (term frequency- inverse document fre-

quency) technique where TF is how often the term appears in the

document whereas IDF is the number of documents in which the

term appears [24]. However, word to be one of the most popular

and beneficial methods in several works [6, 23]. With Word2Vec

framework, words are represented in a continuous vector space

by associating related words to relatively close points to display

their semantic similarity. In order to learn word embeddings, [18]

proposed two popular models which are Continuous Bag of Words

(CBOW) that used to predict a word using a set of words constitut-

ing its surrounding context and Skip-gram that used to predict the

context of each word.
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Table 4: Comparison with other matching systems over T2D gold standard

CTA EL CPA

System Precision Recall F1-measure Precision Recall F1-measure Precision Recall F1-measure

DBpedia Lookup - - - 0.79 0.73 0.76 - - -

T2K Match 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.90 0.76 0.82 0.77 0.65 0.70
[Efthymiou et al., 2017] - - - 0.87 0.83 0.85 - - -

Our method 0.84 0.91 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.69 0.71 0.70

Table interpretation. covers methods such as column type

identification [5, 7, 15, 31], entity linking [1, 6, 23, 29, 31] and rela-

tion extraction [23, 31] which aim to annotating web tables with the

help of existing knowledge bases and to make tabular data readable

by machines.

A majority of recent works based their approaches on keyword

lookup method. In other words, these approaches search for a par-

ticular keyword using a lookup method with a public API of the

target KG, like Ritze et al. [23] which use the DBpedia lookup ser-

vice, Zhang [27] use the Freebase lookup service while Efthymiou

et al. [6] use the wikidata lookup service or a manually created

search index [30]. Generally these approaches are limited to exact

matches and regular expression queries. T2K Match [23] annotates

web tables by associating web tables to classes, rows to entities

and columns to properties from DBpedia knowledge graph. This

lookup-based method begins with a candidate generation phase,

and then uses the entity types, relationships, and terms common

in descriptions of candidate matches to refine or even extend can-

didate matches. TableMiner [27] an incremental approach charac-

terized by an efficient boot-strapping annotation method used to

effectively matching columns and cells to entities in the knowledge

graph. Efthymiou et al.[6] adopt an unsupervised hybrid annotation

method based on three alternative approaches for matching entities

whose contextual information may vary from poor (in Web tables)

to rich (in KBs). The first is a lookup-based method, which relies on

the minimal entity context from the tables to discover correspon-

dences to the knowledge base. A second method exploits a vectorial

representation of the rich entity context in a knowledge base to

identity the most relevant subset of entities in web tables. The third

method is based on ontology matching, and exploits schematic

and instance information of entities available both in a knowledge

base and in a web table. MTab [20] a probability-based method

which combines the voting algorithm and the probability models

to solve two major problems: (a) DBpedia lookup does not usually

get relevance entities for non-English queries and (b) mapping cell

values to corresponding values in a KG is less effective because

the corresponding value in KG is rarely equal with a query value.

This deep learning-based method optimizes the relations between

mentions based on mention-entity hyperlink count statistic.

Another study of web table interpretation [10] with the objective

of overcoming the problem of matching and aggregating tables by

giving meaning to entities and quantities in web tables. In this

study, authors map the table elements of table headers, entity tables

cells, and numeric table cells to different knowledge bases.

Recently, works has tended to apply supervised learning to the

semantic table annotation process where supervised task infers

outputs data from labeled training data. For instance, TabEL a su-

pervised machine learning approach for Semantic table interpreta-

tion proposed by [1]. This system takes the problem of annotating

tables as an EL task which aims to match each value cell in the table

to the concept of ontology. Furthermore, ColNet[5] a supervised

neural network based CTA framework which is able to integrate KB

reasoning and lookup with machine learning and can automatically

train Convolutional Neural Networks for prediction.

A lot of deep learning methods have been implemented for web

table interpretation in recent years like [13]; an end-to-end entity

linking method that treats relations between mentions as latent

variables. It induce the relations without any supervision while

optimizing the entity-linking system in an end-to-end fashion.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present our unsupervised approach for seman-

tic interpretation of web tables by solving three matching tasks

namely Column Type Annotation (CTA), Entity Linking (EL) and

Columns Predicate Annotation (CPA) using DBpedia KB. More

precisely, CTA, aims to match table columns with widely recog-

nized concepts like semantic classes of a KB. We mainly combined

two baselines which are semantic embeddings and majority vot-

ing. The EL task builds a weighted directed graph to find the best

candidate mapping between a mention in the Web table and the

corresponding entity in the KB. This collective strategy based on

two main features concerning the local similarity between men-

tions and entities as well as the global coherence between entities

using words and entities embeddings representations. The last task,

CPA, presents a novel method to analyse the behaviour between

row entities to collectively deduce the possible relations between

table columns. For this task, we categorize the properties generated

between columns into three groups: (1) Outgoing-Properties, (2)

Incoming-Properties, and (3) Extracted-Properties.

To evaluate the performance of our system, we exploit a corpus of

233 web tables extracted from T2D gold standard which captures

correspondences for all the three matching tasks between tables and

DBpedia KG. By observing the results of the evaluation, our system

obtained relatively high quality results for the EL task and accept-

able results for the other two tasks compared to state-of-the-art

Web table annotation methods. For future work, we aim to improve

our approach especially the CTA task. We also plan to extend our

proposed method to other related tasks such as the discovery of

new entities in Web tables for KB population, augmentation and

refinement.
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